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Notice of Appeal
Notice is hereby given that SWISS KRONO Tec GmbH appeals to the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board the
refusal to register the mark depicted in Application Serial No. 87897466.
Applicant has filed a request for reconsideration of the refusal to register, and requests suspension of the appeal pending consideration of the request by the Examining Attorney.
The refusal to register has been appealed as to the following classes of goods/services:
- Class 019. First Use: 0 First Use In Commerce: 0
All goods and services in the class are appealed, namely: Goods for structural building with timber,
namely, prefabricated house construction kits for building external cellars,bicycle storage racks, or storage
sheds, comprised of wood flooring materials, and cladding panels for ceilings, walls,stairs, doors, door
frames, windows, window frames, chimneys, decks; building materials in the nature of in the nature of
non-metal boards for flooring, wall, roof and ceiling coverings for indoor and outdoor applications comprised of building materials consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological origin, including
but not limited to wood,wood fibres, grasses or biomaterials, wood-based materials, or plastics, bioplastics
or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic materialmixes; with or without the addition
of mineral or other non-metal fillers; building materials, in the nature of non-metal boards for flooring, wall,
roof and ceiling coverings for indoor and outdoor applications comprised of wood-based materials; boards
and non-metal moldings for use in building construction; padded floor panels, not of metal, for building;building materials with wood-veneer protective layers, namely, boards and non-metal moldings; floor
panels from wood orwood-based materials, namely, boards and molded padding from chipped wood,
woodparticles or hard-fibre material, or from plastic and other non-metal materials, for building; building
materials with wood-veneer protective layers, namely, boards and non-metal moldings, floor panels from a
mixture of wood and, wood-based materials, namely, chipped wood, wood particles, hard-fibre material,
and plastic, or other non-metal materials or as composite material, made of the above-mentioned materials, for building; building materials, namely, with wood-veneer protective layers comprised of wood-plastic
composite materials, wood-plastic material mixes, wood-based material-plastic composite materials, and
wood-based material-plastic material mixes; hybrid boards, with a bamboo middle layer, for building; building materials, namely, chipboard, veneered chipboard, laminated chipboard, fire inhibiting, fire resisting orrefractory chipboard panels and molded,padded floor panels; non-metal buildingmaterials, namely, thin
chipboard, oriented strand board, boards from long, flat, oriented chips; fibreboards and molding, padded
floor panels made of fibres for building; wood fibreboards, veneered fibreboards, laminated fibreboard,
melamine resin-coated medium density fibreboards; building materials, namely, melamine resin-coated
high density fibreboards;wood-fibre polymer boards and panels used as building materials for floor, wall,
roof and ceiling coverings; tiles for floors and tile flooring, not of metal, from biomaterial, wood or woodbased materials, or from plastic and other non-metal materials; wooden flooring, parquet flooring and parquet slabs, parquet flooring made of cork, parquet wood flooring, with a middle layer of wood-based materials; paper and paper molding, padded floor panels for building, namely, paper impregnated with artificial resin for laminates; non-metallic laminates in the nature of flooring, wall, roof and ceiling coverings
consisting of biomaterial, wood or wood-based materials, or plasticsor other non-metal materials; building
materials, namely, high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted directly or continuously, not of metal, in
the nature of non-metallic laminates in the nature of for flooring, wall, roof and ceiling coverings; panels,
not of metal, in the nature of laminate panels, consisting of biomaterial, wood or wood-based materials, or
plastics or other non-metal materials, for building; building materials, namely, wood boards, manufactured
timber,semi-worked moldable wood, semi-worked wood; timber boarding; wood rafters; timber planking;
construction materials, namely, composite panels consisting of a rigid expanded polystyrene core bonded
toan outer skin of MDF (medium-density fiberboard) wood sheeting; wooden doors; timber moldings for ar-

chitecural purposes, building construction purposes, decoration, cornices; planks of wood for building;
wood veneers; non-metal building material, namely, terrace boards; floor slabs, not of metal, for building;
non-metal decorative moldings for building; wood, namely, tree trunks, tree branches, planks, boards,
beams, bars, posts, veneer, sidings, strips, borders, ledges; planks of wood for building; sawn timber; plywood; glue-laminated wood, with a lacquered surface; doors, namely, sliding doors, not of metal, consisting of biomaterial, wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; non-metallic shutters namely doors, windows, caps; concrete casings, for building; end stripping, not of metal,especially for building; fitted furniture covers, namely, radiator covers, not of metal, consisting of biomaterial, wood or wood-based materials, or plastics; non-metal flooring and terrace decking, floor laminates and floor panels, laminates, panels
and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades made of non-metallic materials, especially for building, and
especially consisting of biomaterial, including, but not limited to, organic raw materials of biological origin,
such as wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics including, but not limited to, bioplastics or biomaterials, especially wood-based materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material
mixes; non-metal building materials, namely, floor coverings being non-metal tiles, terrace decking boards,
floor laminates and floor panels; laminates for flooring, wall, roof and ceiling coverings; panels and claddings for walls, ceilings and facades panels consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological
origin, wood, wood fibres, grasses or plastics, bioplastics or biomaterials, wood-based materials, or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials
with or without the addition of mineral or other non-metalfillers, the above-mentioned goods having a decorative or abrasion-resistant surface or having soundproofing propertiesor being water-repellent or waterproof or being fire inhibiting, fire resisting, or refractory; non-metallic transportable buildings; floor coverings being floor tiles or floor panels consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological origin,
wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, with or without the addition of mineral or other non-metal fillers; laminate for
floor, wall, roof or ceiling coverings; floor panels; high-pressure laminates and laminates grouted directly
or continuously as flooring; non-metal floor tiles, namely,floor tiles made of plastic, especiallypolyvinyl
chloride; building materials,namely, non-metal countertops or work tops for further installation
-

-

Class 020. First Use: 0 First Use In Commerce: 0
All goods and services in the class are appealed, namely: Furniture, goods for furniture decorating and interior decorating, namely, coated, lacquered, and printed chipboards, MDF boards, LDF boards, HDF
boards and CDF boards as furniture parts, shelves; boards and molded padding being parts of furniture
with a melamine surface; furniture, consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological origin,
wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materialswith or without the addition of mineralor other
fillers; furniture, namely, work counters; wooden shelving; furniture parts, namely, edge beadings, corner
protectors, edgings, decorative edging strips, consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological
origin, wood,wood fibres, grasses, or plastics, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic compositematerials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, the above-mentioned materials with or without the addition of mineral or
other fillers; extruded plastics edgebeadings for furniture; corner protectors of plastics for furniture;
edgings ofplastic for furniture; plastic edging for shelving; decorative edging strips ofwood for use with furniture; decorativeedging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; crates and pallets, non-metallic; furniture panels, namely, drawer liners, side and back walls of wardrobes, cupboards, vitrines, furniture
facades, table tops, plates and panels for shelves consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological origin, wood, wood fibres, grasses, or plastics, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials
or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, with or without the addition of mineral or other fillers; non-modular
containers, not of metal, for use instorage and transport for commercial orindustrial use

Class 027. First Use: 0 First Use In Commerce: 0
All goods and services in the class are appealed, namely: Floor coverings; floor coverings for indoor and
outdoor applications consistingof plastic, textile and non-textile materials; floor coverings and artificial floor
coverings; floor coverings of plastic, namely, vinyl floor coverings; floorcoverings made of wood-plastic
composite materials or wood-based material-plastic composite materials; non-textile wallhangings; wall
paper of vinyl; plastic,textile and non-textile wall coverings;vinyl wall coverings; carpet tiles for covering
floors consisting of biomaterial, organic raw materials of biological origin, wood, wood fibres, grasses,
plastics, bioplastics or biomaterial-plastic composite materials or biomaterial-plastic material mixes, with or
without the addition of mineral or other fillers; carpets; door, floor, bath, shower mats; linoleum
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